
PlexiDor Owner Testimonials
“Our Plexidor (dog door) has allowed me to leave my dogs comfortably in their own home whenever 
I have to leave town. The (Plexidor dog) door has paid for itself many times over, saving my kennel 
fees, vet fees (no exposure to other sick dogs) and damage to my house from pet stains.”

“The (Plexidor dog) door was everything that you said it was and more. The nicest part is that it 
does not allow all the drafts that we were experiencing with our old pet door.”

“Your Plexidor (dog door) is the greatest thing sliced bread. Our life has been heaven, and the 
reduction in air conditioning bills will more than pay for itself in no time! I just can’t say enough 
about how happy we are with the Plexidor (dog door) and all it’s done for our doggy boys and for 
us!”

“I purchased the Plexidor small pet door for my Smitty Kitty and installed it in a basement window 
this summer. The cat finds it (The Plexidor pet door) easy to use and my basement is still nice and 
warm. Here in Connecticut we have had some -10 wind chill days and no cold air is coming through 
the cat door. Your pet door is a great product!

“We are in rescue so this (Plexidor dog) door is used many times throughout the day by 15 dogs. 
(The) largest [dog] is just under 100 lbs., (the) smallest (dog) is about 8 1/2 soaking wet. I have 
never found a pet door that will take the abuse that yours (Plexidor dog door) does. I am so pleased 
with the product. Worth every penny.”

“I have 5 big dogs, Mastiffs and Bull Mastiffs, and have used the Plexidor XL dog door for 15 years 
now. The constant use of this dog door by these dogs is proof of their value. And the technical 
support is terrific.”

“Our dogs love their (Plexidor pet) door and are free to come in and go out as they please. We tell all  
of our pet owner friends about your product.” 
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